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ABSTRACT 

 

The Central Test and Evaluation Incentive Program, (CTEIP) is developing Integrated Network 

Enhanced Telemetry (iNET) to extend serial streaming telemetry (SST) with a command and 

control link.  Command link interfaces link remote Advanced Range Telemetry (ARTM) 

transmitters (Tx) and receivers (Rx), developed under the ARTM CTEIP project, via graphical 

user interfaces (GUI).  The communication channel links the iNET Tx on a vehicle network 

(vNET) and the iNET Rx on a ground station network (gNET) via a single GUI.  The command 

link is an essential part of the pending iNET Technology Demonstration.         
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INTRODUCTION 

 

This paper discusses the uses of a command and control link for reconfiguring and querying the 

SST Tx and Rx during flight and or preflight using a remote GUI built on commercial software 

applications, operating over specific standard network protocols. With this capability comes the 

ability to control parameters of the SST channel essential to more efficient spectrum usage and 

occupation.  Specific networking standards used are the Internet Protocol (IP), the Transmission 

Control Protocol (TCP) and Universal Datagram Protocol (UDP).  Examples of functions 

implemented at the application layer are ARTM transmitter standard commands, for carrier 

retuning, modulation selection and frequency; receiver center frequency retuning, RF center 

frequency, demodulator selection, health and status. 

 

Below, we discuss a generic channel architecture that supports three ways of implementing GUIs 

using commercial application products and industry communication standards to establish 

communication links between networked nodes and remotely command local system 

reconfiguration and/or query status and health:  
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• via a traditional, explicit ‘source’ and ‘sink’, here referred to as two main LV VIs: server 

and client.  The server embeds the Operator GUI and the local Rx-controller; the client 

embeds the remote Tx-controller.  

• using a web browser that embeds a variant of the client and incorporates functions of the 

server as used in the 1
st
 configuration.  The operator interface is embedded in a web 

browser page and permissions for remote control interfacing.  The local Rx-controller is 

encoded in HTML on the local node. 

• mapping the Tx serial port on the remote node to the local node via an application 

specific protocol.  In this approach a client is run on the local node, with the Rx-

controller and Tx-controller run from the same GUI.  

 

 

COMMUNICATION CHANNEL 

 

A generic communication channel is a composite of source and sink nodes and the transmission 

media.  For our purposes the source is the server and operator GUI, the sink is a transmitter and 

receiver set on either the local or remote nodes, and the transmission connectivity is a hybrid of 

wired and wireless media. The channel serves as an interface between an airborne and ground 

station network multimode Tx and Rx nodes and a ground station operator.   

 

 

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

 

IP Network 
 

Each node encapsulates control and reply modules.  The source module establishes data ports, 

i.e., the source and sink data buffers and/or processes running over the communication channel, 

which are bound to the node IP address.  A port is really just an address for a data buffer or a 

process assigned to the IP node.   

 

In our network, a communication channel is comprised of two ports, the protocol and the 

transmission medium.  Ports associate with nodes via an IP address.   

 

TCP and UDP Transport 
 

In the ARTM Tx Interface, TCP or UDP may serve as the transport protocol; but the ARTM 

receiver is configured for TCP/IP only.  TCP differs from UDP as it assures channel 

connectivity.   

 

Data exchange occurs via this single channel, after configuration of ports at each source and 

sink.  The  application may permit both explicit and implicit use of UDP and/or TCP/IP.  The 

server-client configuration encapsulates TCP in the module code, but the variants that use the 

web browser and the LV application network functionality, exploit both the XPOS and the NI 

LV networking capabilities; this is explained in more detail below.    
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OPERATOR APPLICATION 

 

Messages are comprised of any data type; in our case, data is a set of character strings, or what 

are here referred to generically as x-strings.  Source and client generate two general message 

types: command and reply.  Communication nodes may be on the same or different subnets.  

Each node transmits a data to the assigned channel port, while receiving on another port, each 

bound to the IP address.   

 

The remote node has a serial VI, which communicates directly with the transmitter via local 

node serial port addresses of a local vNET.  The local node is on a gNET, which connects with 

the receiver via a switch and the receiver Ethernet port.  Figure 1 shows a picture of the whole 

server-client system structure and the data flow of the strings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IP Channel Schematic 

Figure 1 

 

 

Command Messages: 

 

The local node interpreter accepts operator commands in the form of a Tx command string (c-

string), constructed command constructors.  Commands are selected from a drop-down control 

menu on the interpreter GUI.  The constructors are hidden behind and operator GUI that only 

displays configuration controls, e.g., RF ON/OFF, carrier frequency, modulation, etc.  After the 

controls are selected, magnitudes and/or Booleans turned ‘ON or OFF’, a Boolean ‘SET’ 

command activates the construction of the command c-string.  The constructor creates both Rx- 

and Tx-controller c-strings.   
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The constructed c-string is passed to local and remote networked controllers as TCP and/or UDP 

data packets, a datagram.  If there are no commands selected after a preestablished timeout, the 

GUI goes into an ‘IDLE’ state; in this state system simply reads the Rx and Tx reply buffers and 

empties the command buffers.  Thus, the controllers are primarily two-state finite machines: the 

states are command and idle.   

 

Reply Messages: 

 

The server creates datagrams and Rx- and Tx-controllers accepts datagrams and unpacks the Rx 

and Tx c-string and delivers them to respective controllers via either RS-232 serial VI for the Tx-

controller on the vNET, or TCP module for the receiver on the gNET.  A successful Tx 

command is acknowledged via the serial VI as a character reply string, an r-string.   

 

The client packages the Tx-controller r-string into a datagrams and the communication 

submodule returns the Tx r-string to the source node via TCP.  The server unpacks the reply and 

delivers it to the operator-interface via the interpreter as one of a set of command replies, plus 

either of two character strings: ‘Ok +’ or ‘ERR’, which indicates successful command or 

communication error.   

 

Termination Message:  

  

To end the ‘session’, a ‘STOP’ command from the server is delivered to the client (remote Tx 

controller) and the local Rx controller, which interprets this as an exchange terminator.     

 

 

APPLICATION MODULES 

 

At the application level we implement specific control functions, of the ARTM multimode 

transmitter and receiver, via encapsulation of the command sets of the hardware.  The application 

language is National Instruments™ (NI) LabVIEW
TM

 (NI-LV) graphical language and the 

Measurement and Automation Explorer (NI-MAX) supplementary application for common and 

custom virtual instruments (VIs) and modules
1
 in the Windows® XP operating system (XPOS).     

 

Server-Client GUIs 

 

The server-client are the highest level LV modules operating via remote procedure calls (RPC) 

over the IP channel (Figure 1).  To establish the channel, the Rx-controller executes on the local 

node via a server module, while the Tx-controller executes on a remote node via the client 

module.  Each module links to the other via a primary sub-module.  The server encapsulates a 

TCP configurator, which establishes a remote port for data exchange; while the client 

encapsulates the listener function, which listens on the local port awaiting connection and upon 

connection, establishes a remote port back at the server: now data exchange can begin.     

 

 

Web Page GUI 

                                                 
1
 A module, or VI module, is program/system of VIs and/or sub-modules: the basis of the hierarchy is a set of VIs. 
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Because the channel exploits UDP or TCP over IP, we have two other ways of interfacing w/out 

explicit UDP/TCP LV modules, i.e., we exploit the XPOS RPC over TCP protocol by using a 

web page; this allows for bypassing the ‘server module’ and simply activating a local Tx-

controller serial module on the remote machine.  Figure 2 shows a schematic of the web browser 

server method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Channel Schematic with Web Browser 

Figure 2 

 

 

To configure the web page we use NI-LV application’s web server functionality and easily create 

a lists of ‘clients’ with permission to access LV modules from remote computers.  We also 

configure the LV VI in an HTML file that permits any web browser with permissions to call and 

execute the NI-LV VI.  Once configured, a configuration is saved on the remote node as an 

HTML file.  Now any web browser can address the remote module via URL and the HTML, and 

control the module on the remote machine while the interface is present on the local machine.    

 

 

Serial Port Mapping 
 

Another method uses node permissions via the Virtual Instrument Standard Architecture (VISA) 

under the NI-MAX application to map serial ports over an IP network (shown in red) via the 

standard RPC portmapper interface.  This is the simplest method of communication, and very 

efficient.  By assigning permission to IP addresses, we can map remote serial ports of a machine 

on one network to a local machine on a different network, which allows executing the code on 

the local machine: command data is delivered to the remote machines serial ports and the replies 

returned to the local machine GUI (Figure 3). 
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Channel Schematic with VISA Map 

Figure 3 

 

 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 

The operator uses a simple menu control to interface to a remote transmitter and receiver, which 

may be on different subnets, i.e., on local or remote nodes.  Commands unique to the transmitter 

and receiver are delivered to and returned from a remote node on the network via TCP 

datagrams.  With this architecture we are able to change and query the sate and health of the 

hardware, e.g.: 

 

• set Tx carrier frequency 

• set Tx modulation type and frequency 

• set Tx data and clock source 

• retune the Rx demodulators and center frequency 

• query health and status of Tx and Rx 

 

With these network interfaces any function available via the command set is implemented using 

these interfaces, which employ nothing more then command set and commercial application and 

network products.   
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